
Longbottom Leaf 

Background 
Once long ago, the hills around Longbottom were the location of Elven vineyards, with the coming 
of Men in the second age and the waning of Elven influence the vines were forgotten. Longbottom 
was born. The Durkins, an Eriadorian family, took up residence and has become the dominant 
family. The clan head Darby is the Thane, but his mother Mag is the real power in the clan. The 
Durkins has effective control of the old village and rights granted, a generation ago by the old Lord 
Guardian of Siragale, to forage anywhere in the area for herbs gone wild after the old settlement 
was destroyed.  

The settling of the Siragale by Hobbits brought Harfoots and Stoors with the knowledge and 
experience in vines and wine-making. The Harfoot Saggles and the Stoor Belfines have taken up 
the rights to settle the chalky slopes around Longbottom and have revived the old vine stocks. 
Both clans brought expertise, in wine-making from their old homes along the Gwathlo. They are 
opening the valley up to vegetable and wheat farming, restoring limestone-diked terraces on the 
hills, and cleaning out the tangles of ancient grape vines on the slopes. 

The success of the Hobbit clans in reclaiming the vines has raised tensions between Men and 
Hobbits. Jealousy is a hideous beast in what could be a harmonious community. 
Darby has been heavily influenced by the whisperings of Cluad of Axbridge and the rights of Men 
over Hobbits. As a result, the Durkins have abused their herb foraging privilege to raid Hobbit 
gardens in the night and sometimes in broad daylight.  
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Plot 
Call the Sherriff 
It is a sunny autumn day, when Mally Notion invites you to step in to her office 
in Wibblesham. You stand before the large desk, behind which, upon a tall 
stool, she sits. “Good Morning to you deputies. You have shown yourselves to 
be reliable and diligent officers of the Sherriff’s office. These are hard times in 
Siragle with many challenges and I am in need of people such as yourself. You 
have shown yourself to be thoughtful and kind and value both Man and 
Hobbit alike. For this reason, I am swearing you in as full-time deputies of the 
Sherriff. You will receive a full time stipend that will cover your cost of living 
and a small expenses that will cover additional equipment needed in your 
investigations.  In addition you will be paid an additional one silver piece per 
year for your service as a pension to be paid upon your retirement. 
If the characters agree they are duly sworn in to serve the office of Sherriff in the command of King 
Argleb II of Arthedain.  

Sherriff Mally: Right to the order of business, I’m sending you over the Hill to Longbottom. There’s 
some trouble brewing there and I need you to investigate who is causing it and have a quiet word or, 
if necessary; bring the ring leader in for questioning and justice. 

So what do we know? The Saggles and Belfines, who have been granted rights to open up farms 
and vineyards around the town, have been complaining of constant harassment. Crops are being 
dug up at night and in some cases during the day.  

We have also had reports of some of the Men of Longbottom being hostile to Hobbits who they 
meet. Mostly, verbal but a few cases of intimidating behaviour that has stopped short of physical 
violence. 

On the other hand, I have heard complaints from some of the Men of Longbottom that they are 
being denied their ancient foraging rights and being stopped from crossing land to exercise this 
right. 

A bit of local knowledge for you, as I know you are new to this region of Siragle. The Saggles are 
Harfoots and live mostly on the North side of the valley and have cleared ground mostly for growing 
grapes and farming sheep on the highlands. Whereas, the Belfines are Stoors and live to the East 
along the River bank. They grow mostly vegetables and cereal crops. 
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In Longbottom village proper, the main family are the Durkins. They are Eriadorians and their 
Thane is a Darby who has a bit of a reputation as a bully. But he doesn’t do anything without the 
say so of his Ma - Mag Durkin. 
Mag Durkin lives in a cottage by the river and is the true leader of the family. She’s as sweet as pie 
to visitors. Her family wait on her hand and foot and so guests to her house are fed well. But she 
will need handling with care as she is a very sharp-witted old lady. Her son, Darby, has been most 
vocal in defending his family’s rights to forage in the surrounding area. I suspect that someone has 
taken this to heart and has been pursuing this a little too vigourously. He is unlikely to have 
personally been involved though. His Ma is too clever to let her son get his hands dirty. 

Your task is to gather information on the “crimes” from the Saggles and the Belfines. Collect 
particulars of dates/times and items appropriated. I want you to throughly investigate the 
movements of the locals where possible and follow up any rumours about the causes of these 
events. You will need to listen into conversations as well as interview those members of the village 
willing to talk to you. 

Should you be able to, I would like you to apprehend the culprits Red-handed as there will be no 
wriggle room to deny involvement. And finally, remind the Durkin’s and anyone else who is of a 
similar mind that they need to live peaceably with Hobbits. Try and spin it as a positive to have 
vineyards and additional farm goods.  

Any questions? Right off you go and I would start with a drink at the Gray Mare to listen in before 
the locals know you are Sherriff deputies. 
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Longbottom 

Inquiries at the Saggles Smials 



The homesteads of the Saggles are comfortable 
cluster of smials carved into Southwestern 
slopes above Longbottom. Well tended 
vineyards are visible on the slope. Sheep graze 
on the higher pastures. Small gardens mixing 
flowering plants and herbs with vegetables are 
overlooked by small circular windows of the 
smials. The hobbits are wary of big folk but the 
presence of the blue feather in the caps of the 
PCs will reassure them and the more brave of the 
hobbits will greet them with a “mornin’ sherriff”  

Two possible lines of investigating here - house to house or gather the inhabitants in the granary. 
Either way these lines can be played out. 
Gaffer Saggle: “Moi prize marrows! Gone in the middle of the night. OUTRIGHT thievery I tell you. 
Bet it was them Durkins!” 

Zephrine Browne: “My prize vines uprooted and trampled. Looked just like wild boar but there ‘ent 
none roun’ ‘ere. If you asks me; somebody is tryin’ to make life ‘ard for us Saggles.” 

Rose Saggle-Noakes: “Well, I wen’s into Laangbottom to buy bit of bread from Miller, an’ some of 
the men were stood outside the Grey Mare, only youngsters mind, but they look’t at me in a queer 
way, made me feel right uncomfortable it did. When I come back from Miller it was gettin’ late an’ 
two, I fink it were Baylee Durkin an’ another lad they follow me right up to the gate. Then Baylee, ee 
come an’ lean on the gate an’ wink at me broad as daylight ‘You go safe now Rosee, wouldn’t wan’ 
any ‘arm to come to yer!’ Well I was right shook up and ran straight indoors and tol’ my Sam. 
O’course the lads ‘ad gone by the time Sam ‘ad found ‘is stick.” 

Gammer Sandyman: “I were up in the hut, keepin’ an eye on the ewes an’ their lambs, an’ there were 
a right ruckus. I come out pronto finkin’ it were wolves or some such. Only ter find tha’ they were all 
scatterin’ across the down an no wolf in sight. Did see some of figures runnin towards the Beechin 
Cross woods. An’ I’m blowed if those young lads were laughin’ and hollerin’. ‘Little Bo Saggle as 
lost 'is sheep an’ don’t know where to find ‘em! Leave ‘em alone an’ they’ll come ‘ome waggin’ their 
tails behin’ ‘em’ Took me two day to round ‘em all up again. ‘An none of ‘em came ‘ome waggerlin’ 
their tails I can tell ye!” 
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Nell Saggle: “I woke up two nigh’s ago to see a large dark shadow outside my window. I shoves Bill 
an’ he’s snorin’ so ‘ard I have to get’s up with the poker meself. Well, I gives the shadow what for but 
it’s gone leave large footprints in my Begonias” 

Inquiries among the Belfine Homesteads 

The homesteads of the Belfines are rebuilt mannish houses south of Longbottom on the fertile land 
near the river.  Where possible the houses are built back into hillsides leaving only barns and sheds 
standing alone. The land surrounding the houses is tilled with crops growing and a few sheep and 
cattle penned in wide fields. Nearer the river, small boathouses have been built and often one or 
two of the Belfine clan can be seen on the river fishing. Inside the houses, an observant PC will 
notice bowls of sweet galenas or westmansweed. 

The arrival of the PCs will again provoke a momentary caution if the the characters are of Mannish 
descent until the blue feather is noticed. The Belfine homesteads are more spread out and it will 
take the best part of the day to canvas all the dwellings. 

Alodie Bracegirdle: lives in on the opposite bank of the Reedly. “It’s the same every full moon or so; 
nets are cut and poles moved out the stream. Reckon it be the Rivermen, tha’ of’n pass this way, 
‘ave no respec’ for lawbidin’ folk. Only this seems differen’ the poles bein’ move an’ the nets been 
emptied, tha’ be normal. This cuttin’ nets, tha’ don’ seem righ’ too me. Bad show all roun’” 

Whitney Warrick: a farmstead near to Longbottom “OOliganism I calls it! roit through moi carrot 
patch. Don’t mind a bit of “arvestin’ “ roun’ the edges of the fields by those tha’ don’ ‘ave a lot, but 
this were vandalism. ‘Ole crop ruined, left there in the sun. Not even enough root to grow if I could 
‘ave replanted ‘em in time. When I finds out oo did this….I’ll, I’ll….well you just see is all I’m sayin’. 
Mind you find out oo be arrassin us poor ‘obbit folk.” 

Louella Goodmane: Out by Longbottom woods “Oh Sherriffs it is terrible. The constant knocking. 
Every night. Not one goes past without a knock you know. My Wilton he’s most disturbed by it 
aren’t you dear; yes and not a sign who is there. It is like ghosts. Do you know about ghosts? I 
believe they are woodland spirits. Isn’t that right dear. Only I do wish it would stop. Wilton’s nerves 
you know. See I told him we should have bought that farm near by brother in Beeching Cross.” 

Della Belfine: rather imposing matriarch: “Well it’s just not right the way little Willy was treated. He 
only said good day to Shelby. I’m sure there was no need for the young man to hang the poor 
hobbltling from a tree by his britches. As near accused him of stealing their foraging rights by 
bringing in the Westmansweed to sell. Enterprising hobbit is our Willy, he only thought to make a 
few pennies selling pockets to the ladies of the town so they could enjoy the fragrance in their 
bedrooms. No, no he hasn’t recovered yet. The poor lamb has been quite shaken. I have had to give 
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him a sedative to calm him and leave him a bed. You see you have strong words with Shelby Durkin 
or….. so help me I will.” 

Camdyn Hornblower: “Dunno why ol’ Darby was gettin’ ‘isself so roiled up. ‘E marched up to me 
door and near enough accused me of stealin’ is Kingsfoil. Well oi said I don’t know about Kingsfoil 
but I have plenty of this sweet galenas on my land. As I see it, oi says to him, Durkin foraging rights 
don’t cover my land only the woods beyond. Well he sees Oi’m not an ‘obbit for turning on account 
of my boys Tobias, Fulton and Harlow standin’ there with scythe, hoe and pitch fork. Ol Darby ‘ee 
leaves mutterin’ about Kingsfoil an’ ‘obbits stealing ‘is birthrights. Now Oi’m not much minded to 
know what to make of this Kingsfoil business. Oi only be a simple farmer, and this sweet galenas is a 
bit of a weed not good for much. Smells sweet enough an’ dried as a smoke it can clear a room. 
Kingsfoil! Darby should stick that in ‘is pipe an smoke it!” 

Inquiries in Longbottom village 

The players will need to talk to very many people in Longbottom to 
investigate the depth of feeling in town. They would also do well to 
visit the tavern for a chat with the locals in the evening when alcohol 
will have loosened tongues. An investigation roll can be used to 
determine the amount of information discovered from talking to 
people around town. The tavern can be used to provide an 
opportunity for role-play. 

Dexter Foxe: a red-haired cobbler “Well it’s hardly fair, that’s what I’m saying. Darby was never 
elected Thane and the Durkin’s don’t own this village, no matter what Ma Durkin may think. Have 
you seen how the whole family dance court to her every whim? Nothing here is allowed to happen 
without her say so, I can tell you. I worry how those Durkin boys have taken up with a gang of their 
own age. It’s not healthy you know; them hanging around like that outside the Grey Mare. They 
should be doing a proper days work. Well I said my piece and er if you could not mention my name in 
any other conversations?” 

Ælfnoð Ewart: grocer has sign outside saying ‘Hobbits go home’ “ent been nothin but trouble 
since ‘em hobbits took up around these parts. Stands to reason don’t it. Longbottom was a rich 
village back when there were three Kings. Now the hobbits have come an’ there is only one King and 
we ain’t rich. Breed like rabbits they do. First there is none and then suddenly there all over the 
place from the Greyflood to the Brandywine ‘ an now their over here too. Don’t know what the King 
was thinking granting them land here. Lived ‘ere for generations, e didn’t offer us the land first!” 

Osgar Ayers: a flour-covered portly man, the baker “Hmm, huff, hobbits! Good customers, eat well, 
hard workers too, huff hmph. Probably best to live an let live I’d say. But they do seem to huff huff 
stirred up trouble. Longbottom hmph probably left to itself I’d say. Local land for Local people.” 
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Petula Woottone: a seamstress with airs and graces “Well I probably shouldn’t say but Shelby and 
Baylee have taken it upon themselves to become the law around town. Maybe its because their 
granda is Thane and their Auntie Berirella’s Eston is the innkeeper but the pair and their friends do 
seem to be keeping the streets clear. I swear no Hobbit has caused any trouble since they started 
patrolling.” 

Holly Deadmane: Blue-eyed Milkmaid “Oh sweet enough they are. Young William Belfine gave me a 
posy the other day. ‘For you miss’ he says ‘Cornflowers for your blue eyes and sweet galenas to 
freshen your parlour. Tell your friends I’m selling penny a posy in the square.’ Course I ain’t seen 
him since. He’s a bit young and well; you know; for me anyway. I’m sure that there are those who 
would mind.” 

Skyla Buckley: Gaunt widow and neighbour of Darby Durkin “Well I shouldn’t say but I did hear 
Darby telling some of his hands to go to the faery creek tonight and take the gear to Aldway 
Dalee, that’s his nephew’s barn. Course My Fred, he should ‘ave been Thane but then he died in 
the Great Plague and left us all alone. You’ll stop for a cup though won’t you?” 

Overheard conversation snippets 
“Hobbits run out of town, the lads have the right idea” 
“Stolen the Durkin’s foraging rights they ‘ave” 
“Not a bit of cash locked up in those fields of Kingsfoil I shouldn’t wonder.” 
“Baylee & Shelby…….up at Hornblowers ……teach ‘im what for……tonight” 
“Local Land, Local People” 
“Stands to reason, they ain’t normal” 
“Baylee come in fer yer tea. Ma wants to have a word with you afterwards.” 
“Them there Rivermen, Stormshaker clan I seen going up and down to Axbridge over the hill from 
the Reedly fair bit.” 
“Darby spends bit too much time with Cluad in Axbridge. Needs to spend more time on his own 
village.” 
“Shh! Ears everywhere. Ma Durkin’ll find out and then she’ll have an in.” 

A Visit to Ma Durkin 

Ma Durkin lives in a small homely cottage near the the centre of the village. In the garden, a 
young man (her grandson Dudley Haileye) is tending to some weeding and pruning in the 
magnificent rose garden at the side of the house. On the roof another grandson (Broc 
Wellse) is attending to the thatching. Both look at you as if to warn you that should Ma 
Durkin not be happy there will be consequences and they will be part of it. 

The door to the cottage stands ajar and a kindly, quavery voice calls out “Come in dearies, 
welcome to my humble home.” As you enter, “I do hope you don’t mind if I don’t get up but 
my knees are playing up, probably the weather.” In a comfortably upholstered rocking 
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chair by the window sits a white-haired, rosy-cheeked, woman her blue eyes twinkle a 
welcome. 

A tall woman enters from what is obviously the kitchen beyond, the family resemblance is 
immediately clear. Her blue eyes quickly scan you as if she knows all from first impressions. 
“My daughter, Marjorie.” Then to Marjorie, “See our guest comfortable will you my dear?” 
Marjorie returns to the kitchen door and with a quick, quiet word several young girls bustle 
into the cottage living room with chairs for guests, tables and baked goods. 

“You’ll take tea?” ask Ma Durkin with an impish smile that says to refuse would be rude. 
Marjorie pours tea before retiring quietly to the kitchen. “Now, what would you fine people 
like to know about our pleasant village?” 

The conversation should be guided more by the players here but some plot dialogue to 
help with the flow is below. Players should be left with the understanding that nothing 
happens without Ma Durkin knowing. That it would not do to cross her or bring her family 
harm. Behind the twinkling blue eyes and the old granny look is a steely-eyed fearsome 
matriarch. She may even let the old granny persona slip a bit, perhaps the characters 
notice something about her movement that betrays she is not as infirm as she looks. 

“Darby is a fine man. Grown up to be all his Da was. A fine Thane and a great leader of the 
village. Always listens to his mother’s advice he does.” 

“Shelby and Baylee are good lads, always visit their old gran they does. Sometime they 
bring the odd sweet treat or two as well. Not as sensible as Majorie’s boys Broc or Dudley 
mind but then they’re young still and a bit headstrong. Give em time an they’ll come round.” 

“Hobbits? Live an’ let live I always say.” 

“Rivermen are good enough folk, but like the river you they changes with the seasons.” 

In conversation with Darby Durkin 

Darby is a stocky Eriadorain, greying at the temples. He wears his chain of Thaindom with some 
pride around his neck. It is easy to find him around the village. He makes sure he is seen everyday 
talking and listening to the ordinary folk, as he calls them. Ma Durkin ensures he knows whose ear 
to have a word in and where to leave a gift or a thoughtful food package. 

“Don’t ‘ave anyfin ‘gainst ‘obbits. Jus’ tha’ they come ere and start taking land from those of us ‘oo 
‘ve lived year since time began. This is our land. We ‘ent been asked by ‘igh king, bless ‘is majesty 
‘bout any of this. Now there’s these newcomers all over the place. Dunlendin’ from the south an’ 
refugees along with ‘obbits an I don’t know where we are going put them, tha’s all. Should be local 
land for local people.” 
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“King gave my family a grant to forage ‘erbs from the lands round ‘ere and now the small folk they 
be settin’ up on our foragin’ land. Now I only takes what’s growin’ wild but I ent not usin’ my right. 
Them ‘obbits they be ‘arvestin’ wild Kingsfoil and sellin’ it to the good ‘ealers in Fornost for a pretty 
penny. Tain’t right, its infringin’ my family’s ancient rights.” 

“Good lad my Baylee. Ee an my nephew Shelby always ‘elpin out roun’ the village. Keepin’ a look 
out and make sure ‘everyone is safe. Natural leader tha’ lad.” 

In conversation with Baylee and Shelby 

Baylee is clearly a chip off the old block, stocky with dark brown hair and a look of 
teenage superiority. Shelby, his cousin, is thinner with sandy hair, his face appears to wear 
a permanent sneer. Rarely, will they be alone. A gang of 8-10 youths will generally be with 
them laughing and joking as young bucks do. Nearby or slung from belts and observant 
person will notice cudgels and jacks. 

Baylee and Shelby will be speak in a discourteous manner that borders on rude without 
ever stepping over the line, such that should an adult take them to task it will look like the 
adult was in the wrong. Sotto voce comments and mumbles will serve to test the patience of 
an elf as the lads engage in a subtle power play that will challenges authority to accept the 
actions or punish them.  

“‘ain’t done nufin’ shrf’.” 

“S nothin’ wrong with standin’ ere” 

“At ‘ome. You ask me ma.” 

“Tha’s ‘arrassment. Ye can’t do tha’.” 

Stake out at the Hornblower’s farm 

Camdyn Hornblower’s farm is near the South wood of Longbottom. It is a modest farm with 
grazing for a few cattle and space for crops of roots, tatties and corn. The cluster of 
buildings are within sight of the edge of the wood with a small herb garden at the rear. 
Around the edge of the woods sweet galenas grows proving to anyone that foraging the 
woods is possible without crossing the Hornblower land.  

The PCs may choose to inform Camdyn of the stake out. In which case, he will spend the 
evening inside and will only come out in force with his son’s should the trouble prove to 
great for the PCs to handle. If he has not been informed then at any point he is likely to 
appear at the door way to the main house calling for his sons and setting the dogs on the 
hapless Durkin’s and PCs alike. 
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Baylee and Shelby will make an appearance in the dog hours of the night. PCs will be weary 
and less alert and the Hornblowers will be asleep. They will sneak into the garden at the 
back of the farm having flattened corn on their way to the farm and set about uprooting 
veg and herbs alike. Confronted, they will attempt to flee. Cornered, they will whine that “I 
got rights!” and “I was foragin’ ‘onest” 

The PCs have two options.  

A stern warning to the boys and a visit to Ma Durkin to explain that the two have been 
“foolish”. This would prevent further misdeeds by the two as the game is up and Ma will 
know that the Reeve will cause more damage than a simple fine for the boys “misbehaviour”. 

Arrest the troublesome twosome and subject them to the full force of the law. This will put 
the PCs on a direct conflict with the Durkin’s as Ma will see it as an assault on her authority 
and interference in local affairs. Expect there to be increased signs of trouble as soon as 
the weapons arrive. Mysterious raiders will start driving hobbits out. There will be the odd 
accidental death. The PCs might find themselves subject to rough justice if out on their 
own. 

Stake out at the Creek 

A small creek runs up from the Reedly into the south woods. Locals often speak of the woods 
being inhabited by spirits and imps. Something Thuilmer has encouraged by the use of lanterns and 
wind horns set up around his landing area.  

The landing area itself is in a marshy point of the creek. 
Paddling further upstream is no longer possible. The water 
has pooled in a depression and reads and boggy ground 
surround this small lake. Further up the hill are some 
camouflaged lean to shacks where Thuilmer’s clan sometimes 
store goods to avoid detection. Currently, these are empty, 
but PCs should be able to use the soft ground to follow the 
tracks up to this site and by deduction set themselves for 
ambush or observation. 

The six smugglers will arrive in three canoes around dusk. They are skilled waterman and will arrive 
relatively silently. Indeed, the may not be noticed until one of them starts to set the imp lanterns 
swinging in the wood. The sacks they unload will contain a number of cloth wrapped weapons and 
shields bearing markings of Cardolan war bands. Stormroarer name will be mentioned in passing 
conversation along with a trip up the Shirebourne to Pincup in a few days. 
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“Stormroarer say that we’re to get these handed onto the yokels and get back down to Flynettle 
smarts. He want’s us to do another run up the Shirebourne to Pincup. He says the young master is 
getting up quite a head of stream.” 

Should the PC attempt to arrest the smugglers they will flee in the canoes, if possible, downstream. 
Ideally, one smuggler should be captured who will reveal not only the Thuilmer is supplying weapons 
to Darby but also to Dromibar Pendle.  

The PC might choose to wait for Darby’s boys to turn up and then try to arrest them all. At this 
point they will be facing twelve men armed with a mix of clubs (Durkin’s) and axes (Rivermen). It 
would only need the Durkin’s to realise that the smuggled weapons need breaking out and it could 
turn out badly for the Sherriffs. 

The final option is to follow Durkin boys to back to Aldway Dalee’s barn and observe the smuggled 
weapons being hidden. They should then wait with reinforcements for the conspirators to arm and 
arrest the lot or wait for Darby to visit Aldway and view the weapons and use this as the moment of 
confrontations. 

Confrontation 

At some point the Sherriffs will have some form of confrontation with the Durkins and how they 
handle this will have implications for the peace of Longbottom and the rule of law. It may be 
advisable to have Sherriff Mally Notion support the deputies as a wise old head who knows how to 
handle such situations.  

An aggressive arresting of any of the Durkins is likely to result in an increase in the troubles in 
Longbottom as the Durkins declare war on the Hobbits and the Sherriffs. There will be an increase 
in criminal activities including extortion and smuggling. The Durkin’s will then form an alliance with 
Cluadh and the Dreub-dign clan of Axbridge effectively controlling the centre of the South 
Farthing. 

A less aggressive approach that acknowledges the misdemeanours but allows some saving of face 
will be more effective for a peaceful valley.  The whole process of allowing Ma the illusion of control 
of her family affairs and the threat of Darby being removed from office if order is not restored 
soon. As so often in rural affairs, a stern lecture and the knowledge that they are being watched is 
enough to temper the inclinations of folk. 

PC could come up with better solutions involving mediation between the two parties. This would 
revolve around galenas and partnerships between hobbits and men of the village. Paving the way 
for the pipe weed of Toby Hornblower some 1000 years later. 
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Resolution 

Depending of the approach taken during the confrontation stage of the plot there are two 
different likely endings to this adventure. First, a peaceful resolution with Mally Notion tasking the 
Deputies to investigate the Stormroarer smuggling to Pincup and Pendle. Second, the deputies are 
detained in Longbottom as the problems in the valley become more acute. For the deputies this will 
mean that they will need to call on further support from Mally and the Arthedain garrison at Sarn 
Ford. There will be increased confrontations and it is entirely possible that the deputies would meet 
unfortunate accidents. Hired mercenaries or a raiding band of Cardolan ruffians (Durkins in 
disguise) may terrorise the hobbits  forcing the deputies to defend homesteads in a “Magnificent 
Seven” style stand off. 
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People of note in Longbottom 
Ma Durkin 

With apple red cheeks and a twinkle in her blue eyes the white-haired old 
lady smiles at her guests. A young girl pours tea into a china cup on a 
table beside the old lady’s comfortable chair. “Aldway says the Darby has 
asked…” She begins but stops suddenly muffling a yelp as a walking stick 
raps and ankle. Blue eyes that once twinkled with kindness have gone cold, 
despite a sweet old lady’s smile remaining on the face.  The young girl 
blushes and presses her lips together to stifle any more. “Two lumps for 
me,” says the old lady cheerily into the silence.

Mag (Ma) Durkin is the Matriarch of the Durkin family and de facto ruler of Longbottom. 
For her family is all and she means to see that it prospers and grows. Already, through 
marriage the Durkin’s are the largest family in the Longbottom Valley. She fears the arrival 
of the Hobbits will lessen her family’s influence over the region and has encouraged Darby 
to seek out help from Cluadh of Axbridge in developing the Durkin fortunes. 

Darby Durkin 

“There’s bin a Durkin in the valley since time was remember’d,” intoned 
the stout, slightly greying man to his audience. “An’ in that time, we ‘ave 
always looked after our own, tended our land and looked after our rights. 
Local land for Local people. Rights for those as earned it.” He looks round 
with the air of one impressed with his own wisdom as one or two in the 
audience nod in agreement. Darby slip his thumbs behind his braces and 
sticks out his chest the better to display his chain of office but in reality 
enhances the presence of his girth.

Thane Darby Durkin is a proud man, who believes that everyone is 
in awe of his powerful physique and wise words. In reality, the stout man is running to fat 
and although greying at the temples he possesses little genuine wisdom. He does however, 
listen carefully to his mother whose gentle hints of people to offer boons to and those to 
whom a firmer word is required have helped him maintain his position of Thane. 
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Baylee Durkin 

The sandy-haired lout leers at the young female hobbit passing by. “Mind 
‘ow you go lill’ lady. It’s a dangerous out in the wilds,” he drawls rolling 
a stalk of straw in his mouth. A cluster of youths gathered round him 
snigger. The lout reaches for a nearby jug and takes a swig while the 
crowd continue with further catcalls.

Baylee is the only son of Darby Durkin and the apple of his 
father’s eye. The lad has been given the job of “protecting the 
town” and schooled by Darby in the Durkin’s herb foraging rights. 
He has just taken this as far as he dare without it becoming 
obvious. His more covert foraging has not been approved by either 

his father or grandmother and stands to threaten Ma’s longer term aim of establishing the 
Durkin’s as force in the Longbottom valley. 

Shelby Wescotte 

Glowering at the hobbit from under dark bush eyebrows, the young 
man picked his nose and casually wiped it on his breeches. Casually, he 
hefted the club in his hands and stalked forward. The hobbit squeaked 
in alarm and hurried off round the corner, basket spilling fruit behind 
him. A lopsided grin spread across Shelby’s face. “Well tha’s ‘alf a man 
runnin’ ‘ome.”

Shelby Wescotte is the son of the innkeeper Eston and his wife 
Beririel. Their loutish son has access to the cellars and regularly 

supplies the young men of the village with free cider. Both he and Baylee have a number of 
followers but so far they have done nothing beyond hang around the village and look intimidating 
to Hobbits. Only Shelby and Baylee have so far embarked on covert foraging on Hobbit lands. 

Eston Wescotte 

The portly innkeeper looks up as the customer enters. A welcome smile 
fixes on his face like a child’s coat on a grown man. “Greetings sir, I 
can see from the cut of your clothes that you are a man of great taste. 
Well the Grey Mare is the finest establishment this side of the 
Brandywine. What do you desire? We have the finest wines and the 
most choice cuts of meat.”
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Eston is a Breeman who believes that with strong links with Axbridge that Longbottom will become a 
prosperous route for travellers in the coming years. His belief that quality attracts quality have led 
him to decorate the Grey Mare in a rather grand manner. He has seen the way the Ham Rushy runs 
the King’s Rest in Bree and reckons he can do the job just as well. Being a Breelander he feels no 
particular malice for the small-folk but his view of the incomers is coloured by his wife’s insistence 
that they have no right to live in Longbottom and they should go back to where they came from.  

Beririel Wescotte 

She tucks a wisp of brown hair behind her ear and glares across the room 
at the red-haired cobbler who is waxing lyrical on the benefits of the 
Longbottom wines. With a bustling grace belying her slightly portly 
figure she moves towards Dexter’s group. “Gentleman can I get you more 
of OUR fine ale or cider?” 
Dexter looks uncomfortable under her accusative glare. “Dexter you 
should mind your manners if you are going to be guesting at the Grey 
Mare. Longbottom is for those of us who have been born here. Them 
hobbits should go back to their own homes not matter what you think of 
their wine.”

Beririel is one on Ma Durkin’s daughters, one wouldn’t call her 
unattractive but her body shows the tale of the years and childbirth. She is firmly of the opinion 
that her home village and the land around her should be for those who were born here. Like her 
father, she sees the Durkin clan as the mainstay of Longbottom life. Most of her time is spent at 
the inn, but she regularly goes to help the other daughters with chores around Ma Durkin’s 
cottage, ensuring that Shelby is neatly presented and visits his great grandma as every good boy 
should. 

Camdyn Hornblower 
From under a mop of curly, dark hair the hobbit leans on his scythe. He 
wipes his forehead with a handkerchief and gazes out over the rest of 
the harvesters at work in the field. Satisfied with the progress with the 
gathering, he sets to moving cleanly and efficiently through his part of 
the field. Behind him, hobbits gather and bale in a flurry of activity that 
looks at odds with the serene progress of the hobbit farmer.

Camdyn Hornblower is one of those no nonsense, salt of the earth 
characters. As solid as the ground you walk on, he is as welcoming to 
all who bear no ill will and generous to a fault. He won’t back down from 

those who would seek to intimidate him or his family. And with the wisdom of his years he knows a 
canny trick or two that will face down much larger opponents. 
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NPC combat table 

Name (lvl) Hits OB DB AT Notes

Darby (4) 56 55 0 SL (5) Wears a ceremonial short sword.

Baylee (3) 36 45 5 SL (5) A wooden club or fists

Shelby (2) 28 25 10 No (1) A wooden club or fists

Durkin farmhands 
(3)

34 43 0 SL (5) An array of axes or pitchforks (-10 
spears). Unless armed by smugglers.

Riverman 
smugglers (3)

42 52 5 SL(7) Hardened travellers with hand axes and 
short bows

Camdyn 
Hornblower (4)

48 55 10 No (1) If pushed will be armed with a 
shortsword

Hobbit farmhands 
(3) 

37 43 5 No (1) Slings used from cover to harass and 
clubs, knives and axes for close 
quarters.
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Locations 
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Ma Durkin’s cottage (1) 

A sweet small cottage sits near the centre of the village within a stones throw of the village 
well. It is neatly thatched and around its whitewashed walls climbing roses create splashes 
of red, crimson and pink. A small vegetable garden is visible to one side of the front of the 
building. A young man is working quietly attending to the mass of vegetables that are 
growing there. A welcoming, simple, dark-oak door is set on the left handed side of the 
front of the cottage. 

Darby Durkin’s farmstead (2) 

An ancient, large, stone building with a thatched roof provides accommodation for the main 
family. Hired hands live in a number of smaller dwellings scattered around the house or 
further out into the surrounding countryside. Six wooden barns complete the farmstead. 

Baker (3) 
A small building built of stone on the ground floor and two upper storeys made of wood is located 
near the watermill where flour is ground by the miller. Osgar Ayers a portly, permanently flour be-
dusted man is the owner. 

Cobbler (4) 

On the high street under the sign of a shoe a small wooden workshop juts out into the 
street from a two storey, stone building. Inside the cramped workshop Dexter Foxe and his 
two sons maintain the villages footwear  

Tailor (5) 

A modest sized stone longhouse with a entrance on the upper level which gives the best 
light for the Woottone tailors to work their magic. 

Grocer (6) 

It seems strange that there should be a grocer in a small agricultural village like Longbottom 
but it makes sense. Although many are paid in kind for their work on homesteads there is a 
brisk barter economy in various agricultural produce between the farms. This is where 
Ælfnoð Ewart’s canny business sense has prospered by providing an exchange point for 
Longbarrow. 

Blacksmith (7) 

At the heart of every village is a blacksmith’s, OK well not quite at the heart because no-
one wants smelly horses and smoke blowing in through their window. So at the edge of 
every village is a blacksmiths. This one is operated by the burly Blake Broadbente. 
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Grey Mare (8) 
Once known as the Silver Knight in honour of a forgotten Cardolan Prince, the Grey Mare has also 
been previously known as the Sombre rider. A sign showing a knight on horseback in a faded silver 
paint has resulted in the name morphing as the inn-keepers have changed. The front of the inn is 
well appointed with a garden containing pleasing flowering plants and benches for locals to sit and 
enjoy a brew in the  sunshine during summer months. A small stable stands to the right with limited 
space for horses and a small barn out the back can be used as communal sleeping for travellers. 

The inside of the inn is rather ostentatiously outfitted with high backed chairs of dark-stained oak 
and tables in a similar manner; from the walls hang tapestries depicting the tales of The Faithful 
guided by Elendil and his nine ships. All incredibly over the top for a simple village in but new 
innkeeper Eston and his wiggle fe Beririel believe Longbottom will soon be a great centre of 
mannish culture. Eston is from Bree but Berriiel is one of Darby’s daughters and so the Durkin’s 
have managed to get a foot in the door with locals and travellers alike.  

The prices are slightly inflated, especially if you are a traveller and more so if a Hobbit. In fact, no 
Hobbit will willingly drink in the Mare on account of the new owner’s hostility. 

Hornblower farmstead 

A series of small stone buildings form the centre of the farmstead where the Hornblower 
clan live. Livestock pens and barns make up the remainder of the buildings. A large market 
garden and smaller herb garden are protected from the wind by stonewalls similar to the 
one that forms the boundary to the courtyard. A sturdy farm gate provides access that 
allows visitors to approach the main house. 

Saggle Smials 

A series of round doors in various muted colours stud the hillside on the Northeast side of 
Longbottom. Serried ranks of vines bounded by low stone walls occupy terracing below 
the entrances to the Saggle smials. By far the grandest door is the black door that marks 
the entrance to the Smial of Snaggle-Noakes the leaders of the Saggle clan led by 
Thoddo. 

On the hills above the smials can be heard the gentle bleat of sheep roaming the highlands 
under the watchful eye of hobbit shepherds. The shepherds and their dogs live in small 
mobile huts that allow them to follow their flocks to new grazing. 
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